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Introduction 
Although in our 2019 survey respondents give a lower ranked weighted mean 

importance as well as lower critical and very important ratings to embedded business 

intelligence (BI) than they did in 2018, user-perceived importance of embedded BI 

remains on a long-term uptrend and retains a very high level among user organizations. 

The reason for this is simple: Organizations increasingly see embedded BI capabilities 

as a preferred means by which to enable information democracy through expanded 

internal user access to BI. Information democracy ensures every individual has timely, 

relevant, and actionable insights to successfully carry out the tasks associated with his 

or her role. 

Well-implemented embedded BI capabilities support and promote information 

democracy. These include enabling more self-service BI, improving report and analysis 

access, broadening BI access to internal users, and providing in-context insights and 

analysis in internal applications. Such capabilities make it easier for more users to have 

greater access to insights exactly when they need them. 

The perceived importance of embedded BI by both user and vendors, and current and 

planned use of embedded BI, aligns fairly well. This indicates a strong, stable market 

absent of both excessive hype from vendors, and pent-up, unfulfilled demand by users. 

Looking at user perceptions by function and industry shows a wide variety of perceived 

importance, while the largest organizations report the highest perceptions of importance 

attached to embedded BI. 

Executive Summary 
1. Current and planned use of embedded BI aligns fairly well to user perceptions:

64 percent of user organizations indicate embedded BI as critical or very
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important, and 76 percent of respondents indicate embedded BI use (current or 

planned in 12 months). 

2. When extending perceptions to include 24-month planned usage, 89 percent of 

user respondents indicate embedded BI use (current or planned) within that time 

frame, which aligns almost exactly to vendor interest (90 percent of which 

indicate they consider embedded BI as critical or very important to their 

strategies). 

3. Respondents in business operations, strategic planning, and R&D functions rate 

embedded BI of highest importance. This change from 2018 may signal a shift to 

additional opportunities to apply embedded BI to more day-to-day activities. 

4. Healthcare and financial services organizations noticeably report the highest 

perceptions of embedded BI as both critical and very important, followed by a 

second tier of interest among those in technology and business services. At the 

other end of the spectrum, consumer services and manufacturing organizations 

report the least interest in embedded BI. 

5. The largest-sized organizations report noticeably higher perceived importance of 

embedded BI (75 percent) compared to smaller-sized organizations. Perceptions 

by those in all other size organization sizes is fairly close. Respondents in 63 

percent of small organizations (1-100 employees), 57 percent of mid-size 

organizations (101-1,000 employees), and 61 percent of large organizations 

(1,001-10,000 employees) report embedded BI as critical or very important to 

them. 

Recommendations 
1. Because they perceive embedded BI as having very high importance, operations, 

strategic planning, and R&D functions make solid candidates for potential 

deployments of embedded BI that will be well received and highly used. 

2. Look for opportunities among all functions to apply embedded BI to more day-to-

day activities, especially where the desire and near-term goal is increased 

decision-making support for end users. 

3. Those looking to apply embedded BI in consumer services and manufacturing 

organizations should plan to take extra steps to educate potential users—who 

report the lowest levels of perceived interest in embedded BI—about the value 

associated with deployment of this technology. Educating users about the value 

is part of the process of teaching them about how embedded BI can help them 

do their jobs better and help enable them to make better data-driven decisions. 
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Using Embedded BI to Support and Promote Information Democracy 
In an information democracy, every individual has timely, relevant, and actionable 

insights to successfully carry out the tasks associated with his or her role. 

Well-implemented embedded BI capabilities support and promote information 

democracy by making it easier for more users to have greater access to these insights 

exactly when they need them. These include enabling more self-service BI, improving 

report and analysis access, broadening BI access to internal users, and providing in-

context insights and analysis in internal applications. 

Organizations increasingly see embedded BI capabilities as a means by which to 

expand internal user access to BI. Their objectives for embedded BI reflect that. 

 

Source: Dresner Advisory Services 2019 Embedded Business Intelligence Market Study Report 
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Our research shows a top tier of employee-facing priorities—led by self-service for end 

users; broader and better report, analysis, and analytics access for internal users; and 

giving internal application users in-context insights and analysis. 

These top embedded BI objectives reflect an overall increasing desire for user 

enablement and information democracy. 
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Embedded BI Remains Highly Important to User Organizations  
Embedded BI’s overall importance generally increases across seven years of study by 

Dresner Advisory Services. Year-over-year, its importance fell from an all-time high 

weighted-mean value of 3.95 in 2018 to 3.74 in 2019. Combined scores for critical and 

very important ratings also declined from about 73 percent in 2018 to about 63 percent 

in 2019. In addition, as a technology, the ranked weighted-mean importance of 

embedded BI to users slipped from ranking 12th in 2018 to 20th in 2019. Despite the 

single year-over-year drop in its weighted-mean value, embedded BI remains on a long-

term uptrend and retains high importance among user organizations.  

 
Source: Dresner Advisory Services 2019 Embedded Business Intelligence Market Study Report 
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Embedded: A Technology and an Initiative Strategic to BI 

Among 37 topics Dresner Advisory Services analyzed in 2019, embedded BI technology 

ranks 20th. This finding places embedded BI toward the middle of technologies and 

initiatives strategic to BI. 

 

Source: Dresner Advisory Services 2019 Embedded Business Intelligence Market Study Report 
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Although embedded BI trails mainstream BI practices (such as reporting, dashboards, 

data integration, and advanced visualization), it ranks ahead of other widely discussed 

initiatives including big data, natural language analytics, in-memory analytics, social 

media analysis, and Internet of Things. 

This prioritization indicates continuing demand for embedded technologies as 

organizations both aim to support and enable greater information democracy for their 

supported users as well as anticipate future BI and analytics penetration within their 

organizations. 
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Embedded BI Remains Highly Important But Not as Critical to Vendors 
Between 2013 and 2017, industry respondents indicate continued growth in their 

perceived importance of embedded BI to their strategies. But in 2018 and 2019, industry 

measures of critical importance decline from the 2017 high of 84 percent to about 63 

percent. In the same period, very important scores rise from 13 percent to 27 percent. 

 

Source: Dresner Advisory Services 2019 Embedded Business Intelligence Market Study Report 
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Use and Perceived Importance of Embedded BI Are High and Align Well 
The trend for the adoption of embedded BI remains quite positive, with current usage 

showing solid long-term growth since 2016. Although the reported rate of embedded BI 

adoption remains solid, the number of embedded BI users declines in 2019 to 44 

percent, off from a high of 53 percent in 2017.  

 

Source: Dresner Advisory Services 2019 Embedded Business Intelligence Market Study Report 
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User-Perceived Importance of Embedded BI 

Importance of Embedded BI Varies Widely by Function 

In 2019, weighted-mean importance ranges from a very high 4.6 among respondents in 

business operations to a low of 3.5 in IT organizations. Strategic planning and R&D 

functions also rate embedded BI as highly important. 

 

Source: Dresner Advisory Services 2019 Embedded Business Intelligence Market Study Report 
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Importance of Embedded BI Also Varies Widely by Industry 

In 2019, perceived importance of embedded BI varies from a weighted-mean high of 4.3 

among those in healthcare organizations to a low of 3.4 among respondents in retail 

and wholesale organizations. 

 

Source: Dresner Advisory Services 2019 Embedded Business Intelligence Market Study Report 
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Embedded BI Seen as Most Important in Large Organizations 

Measured by user ratings of embedded BI as critical or very important, the largest-sized 

organizations report noticeably higher perceived importance of embedded BI (75 

percent) compared to smaller-sized organizations. 

 

Source: Dresner Advisory Services 2019 Embedded Business Intelligence Market Study Report 
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Embedded BI Also Represents a Higher Priority in Successful Organizations 

Dresner Advisory Services research shows that most organizations have successful BI 

implementations (see the Research Insight “Introducing the Business Intelligence 

Success Index”). 

Compared to the average, organizations with successful BI initiatives rank embedded BI 

as a higher technology priority, and organizations with unsuccessful BI initiatives rate 

embedded BI as a lower technology priority. 

 

Source: Dresner Advisory Services 
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